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All aboard! This train travels through history making stops in time to learn about the progress of

travel by rail.Hop up into the cab of a speeding modern-day locomotive and look down the tracks

into the past. Perhaps these are the same tracks that the diesel-electric locomotives of thirty years

ago thundered down, pulling their loads. Perhaps you can see the steam engines of thirty years

before that. Watch time unravel and the landscape change as the history of trains barrels through

the pages of STEAM, SMOKE AND STEEL: BACK IN TIME WITH TRAINS.The first trains puffed

great billowing clouds of smoke and showered passengers with burning embers as they sped down

the rails at a pulse-pounding twenty miles an hour! By the 1850's, however, trains were traveling

much faster, much farther, and much cleaner and train travel contributed to the growth of our nation.

Young readers will be fascinated by the exciting -- and sometimes dangerous -- story of trains while

they learn about the different kinds of engines, equipment, and jobs necessary for operating trains

throughout history. The young narrator introduces readers to trains from the time of his

great-great-great-great-great grandfather at the turn of the nineteenth century to his father's train of

today, showing the great changes that invention and progress have brought over time.Patrick

O'Brien's striking illustrations emphasize the beauty, grandeur, and romance of the train. Detailed

and richly textured oil paintings take readers on a trip through time to ride aboard open-air cars,

travel through mountain passes, and roar down the rails on high-speed bullet trains. Budding

engineers will love getting a glimpse at the past and dreaming about the future of trains.
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When my son found this book at the local library, I couldn't wait to write a gushing review. I am

really delighted with this book. The more we read it together, the more impressed I am with the

author and illustrator. This book is organized so that you go back in time, viewing the trains of earlier

and earlier generations. (This is much more interesting than it sounds. Stay with me!) The narrator

is a boy who says that when he goes up, he wants to drive a train like his dad. Then we hear about

how his dad also wanted to be an engineer because that is what HIS father was, and so forth. We

are brought back in time all the way to the earliest American trains (and the boy's great great great

great great grandfather--kids love the repetition too). The final scene is a futuristic train that the boy

imagines driving when he grows up. Every other page spread on the book contains short text about

a child wanting to drive trains like his father (or mother in one case!) and a gorgeous illustration of a

train. If you look carefully, you'll see that every scene is shown from the exact same vantage point,

with the same mountains in the background. Not only do the trains change, but so do the stations,

the tracks, and the buildings around them. The illustration style is lush, and every one of these

images features a different cat somewhere in the scene. My son loves to search for them. The

alternating page spreads contain extended text and additional images about the era of train history

depicted on the previous page. I have read many, many books on trains because my son gobbles

up anything we can find on them, and yet I learned many new things from this book. For instance,

did you know that when multiple engines are used to pull a train, they are called a "consist"?
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